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In the present application PIV was chosen to analyze the complex flow phenomena inside vaned diﬀuser of a new generation transonic centrifugal com-
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Table 9.17. PIV recording parameters for transonic centrifugal compressor
Flow geometry
Maximum in-plane velocity
Field of view
Interrogation volume
Dynamic spatial range
Dynamic velocity range
Observation distance
Recording method
Recording medium
Recording lens
Illumination
Acquisition rate
Pulse delay
Seeding material
a

only 1100(V) lines utilized

b

M a = 0.4 − 1.2 parallel to light sheet
Umax ≈ 300 − 700 m/s
48 × 33 mm2
1 × 1 × 1 mm3 (H × W × D)
DSR ≈ 80 : 1
DVR ≈ 200 : 1
≈ 500 mm
dual frame / single exposure
1600(H) × 1200(V ) pixela , progressive scan CCD
f = 105 mm, f# = 4.0
dual cavity Nd:YAG laserb , 120 mJ/ pulse
15 Hz (188 image pairs per sequence)
∆t = 1.5 − 2.5 µs
paraﬃn oil (dp ≈ 0.3 . . . 1.2 µm)
frequency doubled

pressor, as this planar technique is capable of detecting unsteady flow structures and to resolve even high velocity gradients as well as unsteady shock configurations previously undetectable with point-wise techniques such as laser2-focus velocimetry (L2F) [370]. Measurements were carried out at rotational
speeds between 35,000 and 50,000 rpm. The operating conditions are summarized in table 9.18. The compressor stage was designed for a pressure ratio of
6 : 1. Due to the advanced impeller geometry the diﬀuser section has a conical
shape with a constant passage height of 8.1 mm (figure 9.69).
The conical shape of the diﬀuser plane required specialized engineering
solutions concerning the laser light delivery as well as on the imaging side.
Oﬀ-the-shelf light sheet probes commonly have a 90◦ beam deflection and
generally are not actively cooled or heat resistant. For this application a special periscope probe was specifically designed that precisely matched to the
geometrical conditions of the diﬀuser and casing. The light sheet probe including the internal beam path is shown in figure 9.70. The periscope probe
allowed for adjustment of the light sheet in rotational and axial position and
angle relative to the chord of the vane profile. Together with the probe support in the diﬀuser casing it was possible to adjust the light sheet to the three
Table 9.18. Operating conditions for PIV investigation inside the diﬀuser passage
Rotational speed
35,000 rpm
Pressure ratio
2.5 : 1
Mass flow
1.4 kg/s
Mean temperature
110◦ C
PIV pulse separation ∆t
2.5 µs

44,000 rpm
4.0 : 1
2.15 kg/s
175◦ C
2.0 µs

50,000 rpm 50,000 rpm
5.6 : 1
5.3 : 1
2.6 kg/s
2.83 kg/s
245 − 255◦ C 230 − 235◦ C
1.5 µs
1.5 µs
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Fig. 9.69. Radial compressor test rig; cross-sectional view (right).

vane span locations chosen for flow investigation: center plane (50% span),
one plane close to the hub (19% span) and one plane close to the tip (74%
span). The probe support close to the diﬀuser outlet was not perpendicular to
the outer machine casing, but inclined to match the conical diﬀuser area. The
free beam path inside the probe had a diameter of 6 mm. A pair of cylindrical
lenses inside the probe formed the light sheet with a thickness of 1 mm and
a divergence angle of about 6◦ . At the outlet of the periscope probe a mirror
deflected the light sheet with an angle of 97◦ , thus to support the adjustment
in the diﬀuser vane passage. Before entering the light sheet probe the beam diameter of the PIV laser has to be reduced to pass through the periscope probe
without striking the surface of the metal inner tube. Here a pair of spherical
lenses was used in a telescopic set up. The periscope was also continuously
purged with compressed, dry air to prevent deposition of seeding particles as
well as to cool the probe with its optical components with air existing at the
open delivery end.
To provide suﬃcient optical access for planar PIV measurements a relatively large quartz window was needed in the diﬀuser casing. The prepared
access port provided a camera observation area of one complete diﬀuser vane
passage, including the impeller exit region (figure 9.71). A quartz window and
a metal window supporting brace were manufactured with considerable eﬀort
to precisely match the inner contour of the diﬀuser casing, thereby minimizing
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Fig. 9.70. Setup of periscope light sheet probe.

disturbances of the near-wall flow. While the outer surface of the glass was flat,
the inner surface was CNC-milled according to the conical diﬀuser shape and
subsequently surface polished by hand. A bulky design of the window was
necessary in order to withstand the high temperature and pressure strains
during compressor operation and also reduces the likelihood of glass fracture.

Fig. 9.71. Observation window and camera positions.
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To reduce compressive stresses and to provide a reliable seal between the vane
passages a silicone sealing was applied to the contact surface of the vanes in
the window area. For flow observation both the frequency-doubled, dual-cavity
Nd:YAG laser and the thermo-electrically cooled, double-shutter CCD camera (1600 × 1200 pixel at 14 bit/pixel) were operated at a frame rate of 15 Hz.
Compared to previously available PIV-cameras, the roughly five-fold increase
in frame rate significantly reduced overall measurement time, thus reducing
operating costs of the test facility. In addition facility seeding is only required
for a reduced time period, which resulted in significantly decreased window
contamination. The camera itself was mounted on a Scheimpflug adapter to
optimize alignment of the camera optics with the laser light sheet. To further
increase the camera’s spatial resolution in the investigated diﬀuser passage the
camera was traversed resulting in two camera positions, one position observing the impeller exit, the other position observing the flow downstream in the
diﬀuser throat (figure 9.71). Both measurements were performed in succession
for each operating condition and light sheet position respectively.
Calibration and light sheet alignment was performed by means of a target
that could reproducibly positioned between the vanes of the diﬀuser passage.
To account for refraction eﬀects due to the thick glass window it was necessary
to perform the calibration with the window installed. The target was made of
a thin aluminum plate thickness with a precise 2.0 × 2.0 mm2 dot grid applied
to its surface. Adjustment of the grid within the vane passage was achieved
with three small set-screws.
All of PIV equipment was mounted on a separate rigid support in order
to minimize the influence of rig vibration. An articulated laser guide arm
delivered the laser light to light sheet forming shaping optics and light sheet
probe which were rigidly attached to the compressor rig. Seeding particles were
introduced upstream of a contraction in front of the impeller. Here a circumferential traverse supported four seeding probes with diﬀerent radial positions
which allowed for a nearly uniform seeding distribution across a given sector
of the pipe flow. Droplet-based seeding was produced by a battery of three
Laskin-nozzle generators filled with paraﬃn oil. Although the oil evaporation
temperature is near 200◦ C, it should be noted that the evaporation temperature increases with increased pressures, which in part explains the fact the
seeding particles remained visible in the diﬀuser at temperature above 250◦ C.
The use of solid particle seeding was also considered but deemed too risky
without additional investigations. However Wernet reports successful use of
solid particle seeding is previous turbomachinery investigations [371, 372].
The size of the seeding particles was limited to 0.3−0.8 µm through the use
of an impactor downstream of the Laskin-nozzle generators. At higher temperatures during compressor operation, the smallest particles might evaporate
while larger particles survive longer in the flow field, although they have reduced their size when reaching the investigated flow area. By switching oﬀ the
impactor the particle size distribution in the seeded flow could be increased
to 0.8 − 1.2 µm. This had a significant positive eﬀect on the PIV signal during
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measurements at design conditions of the compressor stage, but also did not
result in window contamination.
For phase-stationary acquisition of PIV images a phase shifter was triggered by the 1/rev-trigger of the compressor. PIV image sequences of 188
images each were obtained at 16 equally spaced phase angles on one particular main-splitter-main blade passage of the impeller. While this number of
images is considered to be suﬃcient for the calculation of phase-average velocities, it certainly is insuﬃcient to reach convergence for the estimation of
statistical quantities such as RMS values or Reynolds stresses. Here an estimated 1000 images per phase angle may have been more adequate. For this
application a compromise was made between the detailed investigation of the
flow phenomena occurring in the advanced compressor stage on the one hand
and the precise analysis of the various parameters characterizing the diﬀuser
flow on the other hand. Thus the limited operation time interval on the compressor rig was used to perform detailed investigation of the diﬀuser flow field
with respect to the various operating conditions.
Evaluation of the PIV image data was performed after pre-processing with
high pass filter, subtraction of background image and masking image areas
without velocity information (e.g. diﬀuser casing, window support or shadowed areas). Transformation from the CCD sensors coordinates to physical
space was performed using the calibration grid. Fortunately distortion of the
particle images (blurring) as well as geometrical distortion (lensing eﬀect) by
the curved inner contour of the window was insignificant due to the proximity
of the light sheet plane to the window surface. Therefore a separate nonlinear
mapping procedure of the images was not required. The PIV processing was
based on an adaptive, grid refining cross-correlation scheme with continuous
image deformation as described in section 5.4.4. At the final resolution the
algorithm used interrogation sample sizes of 32 × 32 pixels (1.0 × 1.0 mm2 ) at
50% overlap (final grid size: 0.5×0.5 mm2 ) and sub-pixel peak position estimation using Whittaker reconstruction. Outlier detection employed normalized
median filtering [275], followed by linear interpolation of rejected vectors. A
correlation plane signal-to-noise ratio of 50 or better could be achieved; the
number of spurious vectors was below 3% for all imaged planes.
The re-combination of the obtained velocity fields for both camera views
could be easily performed during post-processing of the PIV data with the
help of the common calibration grid, as both camera views overlap in one area.
With a mean pixel shift varying from 13 pixels at 35,000 rpm up to 20 pixels
at 50,000 rpm, the corresponding relative measurement error was estimated at
0.5 − 0.8% (2.7 − 3.5 m/s). Given a final size of 1.0 × 1.0 mm2 for the interrogation area results in structure passing frequencies between 600 kHz and 1.4 MHz
in the measured velocity range of 300 − 700 m/s. Here the size of the particles
has an important influence on the obtained velocity data. As the response
time of particles about 1 µm in size is on the order of 10 µs (see section 2.1.1),
the particles behave like a low pass filter with a cut oﬀ frequency of 100 kHz
applied to the flow. Given a blade passing frequency around 20 kHz suggests
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Fig. 9.72. Mach number distribution calculated from the averaged velocity fields at
19%, 50% and 74% diﬀuser passage height (operating conditions: 50,000 rpm, mass
flow = 2.6 kg/s).

that only large scale structures are faithfully captured, while smaller scales are
damped out. Here the use of sub-micron particles may be considered, but this
would have the eﬀect of a significant decrease in light scattering eﬃciency of
the particles (Rayleigh scattering regime). In this context it should be noted

Fig. 9.73. Stream lines at 19% (hub)
nicely follow the deflection imposed by
the diﬀuser vane, with the passage core
flow passing straight through; at 74%
(tip region) the stream lines show evidence of the tip clearance flow as the
stream traces turn in the opposite direction compared to the hub flow.

9.14 PIV in Reacting Flows
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Fig. 9.74. Instantaneous Mach number distribution at 50% span, 50,000 rpm, for
one phase angle, characterizing the splitter passage flow; flow patterns of preceding
impeller passages are visible in the diﬀuser throat (1/12th of total vectors displayed).

that PIV is only capable of capturing a certain portion of the spatial energy
spectrum, limited by the wave numbers corresponding to the largest scales
(given by the field size) and the smallest scales respectively (interrogation window size). A detailed analysis on the eﬀect of the velocity spectrum captured
with PIV on the measurement accuracy is given by Foucault et al. [80].
Figures 9.72 through 9.74 provide some samples of the experimental data
obtained with PIV in the radial compressor diﬀusor passage. A closer discussion of these PIV results, more detailed information on the compressor rig as
well as further investigations using stereo PIV can be found in VOGES et al.
[373].

